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PRAISE FOR THE TOT BIBLE: Every now and then a book is posted that literally can and will
change the trajectory of your life.This book will teach you:?Why optimizing your testosterone is
essential for helping your body function properly, and how it affects far more than your
muscle groups or your physical strength.The SHOCKING TRUTH about the almost
unavoidable lifestyle, health insurance and environmental factors that negatively affect your
testosterone amounts. Insights from many thought leaders with years of clinical knowledge
will educate, inform and enlighten. Welcome to the “Tip of the Spear”! Rob Kominiarek,
Perform, FACOFP, Founder ReNue HealthAre you alert to the worldwide crisis that’s robbing
guys of their masculinity, their libido, and their enthusiasm forever as a whole?This is simply
not scaremongering, nor is it a conspiracy theory - it’s the chilly hard truth. It’ High-
performance nutrition, training, and body-mind-spirit ways of take your life to another level.If
you’ The TOT Bible is jam-packed with cutting-edge, evidence-based details that
incorporates the latest medical advancements and experience-based knowledge of the top
progressive physicians, and may be the ONLY reference for optimizing testosterone levels
and male hormonal health! This is a must read for the doctor and the patient. The field of
interventional endocrinology offers advanced dramatically in the past decade exposing the
numerous subtleties necessary for expert hormone substitute therapy. A painstakingly
compiled list of game-changing supplements and medicines - found nowhere else - which
will completely alter your physique and improve your mental performance.How optimized
levels of testosterone can help you reclaim your health, vitality, and masculinity.??re an
average man with average ambitions, then this publication is not for you. Jay has interviewed
and assembled effective insights into this field of endeavor, giving you, the reader, his years of
experience and authoritarian info that brings you to the pinnacle of TOT.Why obesity is so
common in men with suboptimal degrees of testosterone and ways to reduce surplus fat
permanently.s well-established that testosterone levels reduce by 1% a year after the age of
30, or more to 40% of grown adult men are dealing with low testosterone amounts. ? The best
treatment options that are currently available for the secure and productive use of therapeutic
testosterone.? A comprehensive scientific demolition of the mainstream myths and
misconceptions surrounding the usage and demonization of therapeutic testosterone.???
Women’s Hormonal Optimization Therapy (HOT) seeing that practiced by a respected
physician and a higher achieving mother with five children - a hormonally balanced partner
means an improved relationship for you. Which is further compounded by all the pollution in
our environment that messes up our hormones.? This publication is for males who would like
to become the BEST possible edition of themselves and live an unbelievable life of optimal
wellbeing and vitality.
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  It kills me when somebody release a self help book bible plus they basically just utilize it as
an advertisement so that you can buy more stuff or if you simply buy this other reserve you'll
get answers. it’s a must read.Take the DIVE and get the FACTS to THRIVE!. As someone who
has been involved personally with TRT for over 16 years (in multiple delivery methods), I
always appreciate and promote specialists in the field that are dispelling myths and looking
for true actionable information for the betterment of our society. I've implemented Jay and
Jim's work for quite a while and I am so refreshed that they fulfilled and exceeded all my
objectives assisting men and woman in making informed decisions about their personal health
journey. So filled with content and useful information and research. As a Functional Medicine
based Wellness Coach I make an effort to evaluate the confusing (and frequently conflicting)
OCEAN of details open to my clients, so that they can make intelligent informed decisions.!
Definite must for TRT men. Kudos to all involved also to all contributors (Like Drs Meehan and
Crisler) for their lifelong dedication to assisting others THRIVE. OPTIMIZE and THRIVE is
normally where this teach is headed people. He appears to have the inability to simply accept
new data since it comes in and switch his opinions. It will keep you from living in the
pharmaceutical hell the standard medical matrix attempts to put people into by teaching you
what you need to understand to live a wholesome optimized lifestyle.Don't simply EXIST!!
Through effort, personal experimentation and interviews with experts worldwide Jim and Jay
have cut through the MORASS of MYTHS, TRUTHS and Views to bring you the current,
relevant info you will need to make wise options regarding your personal health and
wellness.! Read it, Go through it again, and read it some more 10/10 OUTSTANDING
INFORMATION! This book opened my eyes to something that I personally had reservations
about. Totally shifted my perspective in even more methods than one. This reserve is filled up
with so much important information even if you don’t need therapy right now you should
understand what to do and what to watch out for and how to go about doing it in a apparent
and informed method. I haven’t encountered a doctor who could explain and get this to info
so accessible. I wish I had been exposed to this info in the past..Much more than surface
read.it’s for a lifetime. They took the time to seek professionals in the field that aren't
entrenched in Aged, DATED materials that frankly seriously isn't healthful. I'll say it again. That
is a paradigm shifting book. To fill up the icing on the cake can be it’s readable and well
written. Move it along! It is filled with everything there is definitely to know on Testosterone
Optimization Therapy. Buy it. you won’t be sorry. THEREFORE I personally can’t respect his
opinions if he has the lack of interest in an open discussion that could possibly make his books
details less valuable. You men are hands down doing something extrodinary for human
beings. This really explains in a lovely user-friendly visual way the power of optimizing your .
Because hormones are king. It's miles more up to date and practical when compared to a
medical textbook. Avoid the mediocrity! That is a publication every guy should read.I
recommend this publication to ANYONE (man/girl) who is seriously interested in living their
healthiest existence possible.- when you should begin considering TOT- treatment options-
dispelling myths- THE PERFECT TOT Protocol- potential side effects- nourishment/insulin
controlled living- hormonal optimization for females- the reality about steroidsIt really is a
complete work. The knowledge in this book will change your life and perhaps save your
existence if applied.. I can not recommend this highly more than enough! The TOT is the most
significant book in health/fitness since Arnold's Encyclopedia. We are all conditioned to think
that the way you improve you physique is usually by religiously carrying out a diet and
exercise program. Lots of goodness here. I believe this is a lot of misinformation spread in the



fitness industry on pretty much everything you can imagine. Here's why Wow! Nevertheless,
look at how many people do that and yield ZERO outcomes. Why is that?. Dive in and learn a
ton about your own wellness! The world is still very much at night regarding the need for
hormones for men and women.Today, a little over 24 months later, Jay comes home with the
TOT Bible. This thing is massive yet dense. . Have already begun implementing a lot of the
suggestions and I'm feeling excellent!He starts off by explaining the blatantly obvious loss of
masculinity in the 21st Century. He then explains how testosterone optimization (under the
guidance of a health care provider) can not only transform your physique however your life
time. If there's anything he DIDN'T cover in this book, I'd like to know because he actually
explains anything and everything you could perhaps want to know. The nutrition and
supplementation details in this book is worth the price alone.. This really explains in a lovely
user friendly visual way the energy and the how to of optimizing your hormones which will be
the key alive - standard of living!Jay took a big risk along with his first reserve (The Definitive
TRT MANual) nonetheless it was a required risk.!!. As a big part of this “switch” I began to study
everything. There is indeed much good details to sift through but I eventually ended up
hearing about Jay Campbell from a podcast. His YouTube channel provides great data from
the panel of doctors but he talks negatively about additional doctors in the field that he
doesn’t trust.This book isn’t a sit back and all at one time, plow through it, because it is Filled
with great and more importantly NEW thinking and research.If you’re interested in learning
about testosterone, how exactly to take ownership of your health, specifically around the
advantages of regulating your testosterone amounts, you have to buy this reserve. Honestly,
Personally i think like I probably know more than my doctor about my own levels, after
scanning this.Purchase it and utilize it as a continual reference. I felt like I was hanging out with
my most effective no bs friend and gettin my ey Head blown off with the goods.! Critical
Details for living an optimized life I have already been following Jay for years and listening to
his Doctor's roundtables on his youtube channel. He's a positive, offering, knowledgable man,
and I appreciate having access to his information. Any guy that has problems with low sex
drive, energy, brain fog, low motivation, unhappiness, etc. GET THIS BOOK NOW! It will
seriously change your daily life. It’s fine! Their tireless efforts are paying off for many and as
their data source of quality physicians and anti-aging experts grows, so as well will your usage
of cutting edge care... If you browse Jay’s ‘The definitive guidebook to TRT’ you will want to
purchase this book. Personally i think it’s an extension to that and packed with details you can
refer back to throughout your TRT or help to make your decision to start out. Take TRT
significantly, because once you start you don’t stop. Could have modified certain lifestyle
elements so much previous.. This book is 110 percent opposite. It’s not really the greatest and
very best on TRT but has great info on TRH, HRT .. So, I turned 47 last year and not that 47 is
known as a milestone, but something “clicked” and I started attempting to take better care of
myself.for the nice). Lots of great information. This book is a deep dive.. The author isn't a
health care provider. I’ve read a great many other books on TRT, this ones not for me. It’s a
decent publication however the author of the book can be an extremely closed minded.. This
is obviously because he includes a publication out and wouldn't normally wish to contradict
anything he offers put to printing. After hearing him, I instantly knew he was to something,
along with his and his team’s analysis on testosterone. If you post a comment or issue that he
doesn’t like he bans you from the channel. Also if the comment or query is created in the most
polite and respectful manner. I believe this book will finally crack the weird misconceptions in
the public sphere for males reclaiming their own wellness. The topic of TRT is constantly



evolving and new details is coming in constantly. He lately banned Dr. John Crisler due to his
opinion on estrogen. Dr. Crisler may be the many known doctor on the planet relating to TRT
and he admits himself he’s still learning and adapting to the understanding of TRT as fresh
data will come in, unlike the writer of this book. Every man need to know this info.!! Got an
electric copy of this book upon completing purchase and found the book OUTSTANDING!!!
This by far his most satisfactory work yet. Paradigm shifting. I can't say enough good stuff
about it, just get it. It could not be for everyone, but my low T symptoms have already been
around for 10+ years and I want I began sooner (I’m 3 months in my own therapy and it’s been
existence changing. There’s some controversy on what the authors recommended as otc
supp or what he rejects. Will revise my review. Start your research and learning here We’ve
been reading through to TRT for quite a while, and have read nearly every blog and forum. I
should have just started here and got this publication. So much value in here. I’ve been
listening to the Podcasts. The place to start?
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